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NEW OLDER PERSONS UNIT TAKES SHAPE IN SOUTHPORT
Our project at Southport for MerseyCare NHS
Foundation Trust with main contractor FHJV,
is progressing quickly on site. This facility will
deliver 40 mental health inpatient beds to
serve the local area, in particular for Older
Adult and Adult Acute services.
The feature brickwork design and timber
cladding is looking fantastic amongst the
local architecture and effectively references
the pier and seaside locale. Interior partitions
are up, and the bright and spacious internal
spaces are coming together, with staff now
able to gain a real understanding of how the
building will operate. Extensive engagement
is ongoing, generating much excitement for
this new facility- with roadshows and open
days at diverse venues across Southport,
including the Life Rooms and the Atkinson
Theatre.

21ST CENTURY HEALTHCARE
VISION FOR WEST YORKSHIRE
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Gilling Dod Architects are delighted to have
been selected to produce the Outline Business
Case (OBC) for ‘The Building the Leeds Way
Project’.
The scheme is to undertake a Trust wide review
of the Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust
hospital estates, predominately focused on
their two main sites;Leeds General infirmary
(LGI) – 263,000sq.m. & St James University
Hospital (SJUH) – 238,000sq.m.
The New Adult Acute Services building will
provide a modern 21st century healthcare
facility, with the new Leeds Children’s Hospital
being developed alongside, maintaining its
own unique identity whilst allowing us to create
efficiencies around shared services.

The Leeds Innovation District
The ‘Building the Leeds way’ proposals will sit
at the heart of the Leeds innovation district
which is committed to creating focussed
academic and economic sites within three
principle sectors; Health & Life Sciences,
Creative & Digital, Infrastructure & Advanced
Urban Sciences.
Approximately 35,000 sq.m. of existing estate is
to be repurposed into a mixed use ‘Innovation
District’ that will attract ‘healthcare’ specialist
firms and ‘high tech’ industry to this part of
city, alongside Leeds University and Leeds
Beckett University.

Left: Artist impression of the new
Leeds General Infirmary

DESIGN FOR NEW
OUTWOODS
HOSPITAL REVEALED
As part of the STRIDE joint venture at Burton
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Gilling Dod
have been appointed on the new Outwoods
Hospital project. The proposed scheme is
considered to represent a significant increase
in the quality and provision of care for the
residents of Burton and surrounding areas.
The project will see the majority of the site
cleared and the erection of significant new
facilities in the form of a Health Village. The
overall development comprises an 88 Hospital
Residential Unit, Extra Care Facility, 24 Bed
Care Home, G.P. & Primary Care Facility, 100
Place Children’s Nursery. The scheme has been
designed with each element working together

NEW DEVELOPMENT AT LIVERPOOL WOMEN’S HOSPITAL

An exciting new development at Liverpool Women’s Hospital extends the existing ICU/HDU Neonatal service provision,
wrapping the existing façade. The development will create a new identity for the unit, with the proposal creating
a holistic healing environment which is family focused and promotes the importance of care progression. The £15m
project is being delivered under P22 with Interserve as PSCP.

INTERIOR DESIGN SHINES AT
BROUGHTON HOUSE
Gilling Dod Interiors are delighted to
be working alongside registered charity
Broughton House in developing the interior
design for the new £10.6m Veterans
Care Village in Salford. This prestigious
development will provide care for the exservicemen and women, with 64 beds for
nursing, dementia and residential care,
a community hub for outpatient care,
and incorporating independent living
apartments for the over 55’s. See aside.

NEW ROTHERHAM URGENT
& EMERGENCY CARE CENTRE
HANDED OVER
In order to achieve the best possible design solution
for the IUCC we endeavoured to understand
the operational relationships within the context
of the existing hospital services and worked
closely with the clinical teams to ensure that the
design solution was clinically effective, safe and
provided a much improved working environment.
We were able to utilise our experience of delivering
new build and newly refurbished IUCC’s, both sited
adjacent to existing Emergency Departments and
standalone Urgent Care Centres to ensure that the
arrangement of urgent care services contributes to
the overall operational efficiency of the hospital.
Our design was based on a thorough understanding of
the journey the patient makes through the department,
which varies depending on the means of arrival, the clinical
condition, and whether the patient is an adult or a child.
The design aims to reduce stress in children visiting the unit.

“So proud of this fantastic facility”

Nottinghamshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust

HOPEWOOD CENTRE
OPENS ITS DOORS
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After an 18 month build programme the
Hopewood Centre opened its doors to service
users this June. The new £21M facility, based in
Nottingham, provides much needed Child and
Adolescent Mental Health (CAMHS), Community
hub space and Perinatal Services to the region.
Gilling Dod worked closely with the Trust and the
main contractor, Kier Construction, to achieve
a bright and contemporary scheme that better
supports service user wellbeing. The campus
design incorporates parklands, horticulture,
and woodland trails, with the new purpose-built
buildings situated within the attractive natural
aspects of the site. Interior spaces provide a
comforting palette of calming tones, creating
a space which is not only safe and accessible,
but uplifting and therapeutic. The Trust have also
entered the new facility for a BBH award.
Paul Smeeton, Executive Director for local
partnerships at Nottinghamshire Healthcare
NHST said: “We are delighted to receive the keys
to Hopewood from Kier, who have carried out
the construction of this fantastic new mental
health facility for children, young people and
families. This is such an exciting time for the Trust
and Hopewood will make such a difference to
the lives of the people who need to use these
services in our Community”.

“Our new breast unit is an amazing facility and there
is no comparison with what we had before. The new
environment is bright and patient friendly bringing into
it the local environment visually. The team listened
to what we wanted for having the environment
as patient centred as possible for our prosthetics
and counselling rooms and helped us to achieve
outstanding patient friendly rooms that remain as
un clinical as possible and relaxing for the patients.”
Helen Lawrenson, Breast Specialist Nurse, East
Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust
“The new chemotherapy and breast care units at
Burnley General Teaching Hospital build on the
Trust’s already excellent reputation for cancer
treatment. These fantastic new facilities mean we
are able to treat more patients, reduce waiting
times for chemotherapy and speed up diagnosis,
as well as provide care closer to patients’ homes.”
Kevin McGee, Chief Executive, East Lancashire
Hospitals NHS Trust

BURNLEY CHEMOTHERAPY
PROJECT SHORTLISTED FOR
PRESTIGIOUS IHEEM AWARD

FEATURE ARTICLE

CELEBRATING INSPIRATIONAL
WOMEN IN OUR WORKPLACE
The 5th July 2018 was ’International Women in Architecture Day’ affectionately known as ’Ethel Day’ in
honour of Ethel Charles, the first female Architect to be admitted to the RIBA. This nationwide celebration
prompted us to take a look at our own inspirational women and, it seems, we are bucking the trend, as team
GDA boasts a whopping 39% of women, compared to the national average of 25%. However, gender isn’t
a factor at Gilling Dod, but passion, innovation and ambition are! We have it in abundance. Our center
page highlights and introduces our ‘Wall of Women’ who collectively showcase their career paths and roles,
together with some of the exciting & prestigious projects they have been involved with over the last 12 months.
We are proud of our diverse and inclusive team which we hope will continue to inspire and
encourage future generations into a career in Architecture and Design in the years to come.
Sue Cooper. Business Development Manager

My role as well as helping run the
Practice, focuses on mentoring the team.
As a hands-on, lead architect I meet with
clients on a regular basis, building longlasting business relationships based on
trust. Working together with our client
at Lancashire Teaching Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust, we are developing the
Critical Care Unit at Royal Preston Hospital.
With admissions in the top 10 nationally, it
is the second biggest Critical Care Unit in
North West. The completed scheme will
increase the existing capacity to 34 Beds.
Our aim has been to maximise natural light
into bed bays to provide a healing and
therapeutic clinical space, with double
doors providing access to a private patio
for patients. The project has improved
existing bed spaces and additional
visitors’ facilities. Jo Kember, Director

Gilling Dod’s Interior Design department has always
had a focus on developing high quality healing
environments, but recently our emphasis has been
placed firmly on pathway specific design.
By understanding the clinical needs of varying
mental health pathways and undergoing in-depth
engagement with CAMHS, Perinatal and ASD service
users (amongst others), we are able to specifically
tailor exemplar spaces to suit the individual, not just
the standard.
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As an architect my role primarily involves developing the brief with
users to achieve the best possible design outcome. When designing
for healthcare the uses are often complex, and fully understanding the
clinical requirements is essential to creating a successful scheme. This
can be best demonstrated on my recent work to redevelop an existing
building at Chorley District Hospital to form a new Ophthalmology
Department. The brief required several different departments with
various levels of connection, each necessitating different patient flows
around the three-storey building. Aimie Griffiths, Architect

When attention to detail is your passion (or dare
I say it, obsession!); GMP’s new Armed Response
Unit has been a fascinating project for me with
a technical role. Robustness and maximum
security are in the forefront of every project
decision and detail interface, yet the building’s
aesthetics and function must successfully
complement one another. Liaising with its users
has been instrumental in gaining an insight into
such a demanding and unique project brief.
Jaclyn Kelly, Architectural Technician

As one of the practices’ Part 1 Architectural Assistant, on
placement after my undergraduate studies at Newcastle
University, I work on numerous projects, gaining as much
experience as possible. Work mainly consists of bid work and
early concept design. Recently I have been studying BREEAM
2018 for the Disabled Children’s Short Break Facility in York.
Kate Rhodes, Part 1 Architectural Assistant

GROUNDBREAKING NEW LOW SECURE
LEARNING DISABILITIES PROJECT IN LIVERPOOL
Gilling Dod are delighted to have been appointed
to design the next flagship Project being delivered
by Mersey Care NHS Foundation Trust. The £30M new
build Project will take place on the Trust’s Maghull
site and will help cement the location as the Trust’s
main hub site moving forward. The new Project
involves the creation of 40 new Low Secure Beds, plus
full support and therapy accommodation, which will
create bespoke and appropriate environments for
Service Users with Learning Disabilities. The build is
part of a larger restructuring of the Trust’s LD service
including the relocation of Services from the Whalley
Site in Lancashire.
The innovative and ground
breaking project is being delivered under Procure22
with GDA’s appointment coming after an intensive
Design competition and selection process. The initial
work has revolved around brief development, Option
appraisal studies and concept design. IHP are the
PSCP with the RIBA stage 3 works expected to start
in December 2018. The Projects marks the fourth
major scheme secured by GDA with Mersey Care
over the last 3 years and underlines our commitment
to partnering and long term relationships with our
clients.

LINCOLN P22 SUCCESS
Gilling Dod were part of the successful IHP team that
recently secured the commission to deliver Lincolnshire
Partnerships NHS Trust’s new Capital Projects programme.
The multi scheme appointment includes the next phase of
development of the Trust’s St Georges site and will deliver
next generation Mental Health facilities across the County.

NEW PICU ADDITION TO AWARD-WINNING
CAMHS UNIT
GDA / IHP have just delivered the phase 2 PICU ward at Junction 17 CAMHS Unit which
sees an expansion of the existing footprint to create much needed specialist secure
accommodation. The new ward named Pegasus has been warmly welcomed by staff
and service users alike, especially in terms of its interior design. The original build was
completed in 2015 and won Project of the Year at BBH and DMH awards 2015.
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INNOVATIVE CRITICAL CARE
SCHEME IN PRESTON
GDA are working with IHP to expand and
refurbish the existing Critical Care Unit at
Preston to increase capacity, and to create
a modern fit for purpose environment
appropriate for a Regional Trauma Centre .
The The £17m scheme includes the relocation
of Ophthalmology Services to Chorley District
Hospital. The scheme includes the provision
of 10 additional Critical Care Unit beds, and
refurbishment of the existing 24 beds. All the
beds will be located on the lower ground floor
level, adjacent to the major trauma theatres.

NEW DEMENTIA FRIENDLY
HOSPITAL FOR DUDLEY AND
WALSALL
Design work has finally started on the £10M
Older Persons and Dementia new build
Project for Dudley and Walsall Mental Health
Partnership NHS Trust. The scheme is being
delivered under Procure22 with Kier as PSCP
and is due to start on site in 2019. The New
facility will provide state of the art and bespoke
inpatient environments for Older Adult
Mental Health Service Users, including those
suffering with Dementia, and will replace the
aging wards at Bloxwich Hospital in Walsall.

Artist impression of Maghull LSU

PHASE 2 OF WEST CUMBERLAND HOSPITAL
REDEVELOPMENT UNDERWAY

Gilling Dod are delighted to be undertaking the final design stage to complete the site wide redevelopment of
West Cumberland Hospital, Whitehaven. Phase 1 was completed in 2016 and the design for Phases 2 and 3 is now
well underway. The final pieces of the jigsaw will allow all services to be delivered from a centralized facility that
will include: GP integration in a new Emergency Hub, a new Main Entrance, Ambulatory Care Zone with Enhance
Clinical Adjacencies, re-provision of Stroke and Medical bedded ward accommodation in Phase 2 to allow the
demolition of redundant buildings across the estate and creation of the Health Campus to include Education
Centre and student accommodation as part of Phase 3.

NEW WOLVERHAMPTON
PATHOLOGY PROJECT

GOLD STANDARD FOR
BOLTON ONE
The Bolton One Jason Kenny Centre is a
Community Leisure Facility in the heart of Bolton
Town Centre. Gilling Dod Interior Design worked
closely with the client to create an interactive
and fun environment for people to workout.
The branding and art work incorporated the
close relationship the centre has with Jason
Kenny, showcasing his greatest achievements.
The existing gymnasium has been refurbished
and revitalised to reflect a modern way of
exercising whilst providing a more flexible
community facility, as well as utilising the
current space much more efficiently. The
new layout opens up to a welcoming space
straight into the heart of the gym, with zoning
areas for different activities, designing for the
demographics of the area. Facilities include;
a free weights room, the addition of a sauna
& steam room and state of the art changing
facilities.

HARPURHEY WELLBEING CENTRE
REFURBISHMENT PROJECT ON
SITE SOON
Harpurhey wellbeing centre is currently a rundown
unloved building which Gilling Dod will be bringing
back to life. The renovation along with Greater
Manchester Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust
will provide a number of wellbeing services for the
local community including IAPT rooms, gym, art
room, relaxation room and a café. Work is about
to commence on site for completion in 2019.

Gilling Dod are working with The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust to
provide a design response to the proposal to construct an extension
to the Integrated Pathology Laboratory, in order to provide new
laboratory facilities for Specialist Chemistry services being transferred
from City Hospital, Birmingham and Sandwell and Dudley Hospital,
as part of the creation of a centralised Black Country Pathology
Service, at the New Cross Hospital site in Wolverhampton.
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THEATRES HANDED
OVER AT SHEFFIELD
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In 2015 GDA were appointed by Sheffield Teaching Hospitals
NHS Foundation Trust to refurbish the 16th floor of a live hospital
to provide four operating theatres, including associated
support and recovery areas. Designing and delivering a
complex Acute heavily serviced department on the top floor
of the Hallamshire Tower block had its challenges and required
detailed design of spaces and patient flows within the existing
site constraints. The limited access required a design that could
be delivered using an external lift from the access road up the
full extent of the tower. Following the successful delivery of
the Q Floor Theatres this has provided the spare capacity from
the existing Theatre department in the Tower basement. GDA
continue working with the Trust on the phased delivery of the
refurbishment of the nine Theatres.

YORK CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE SUBMITTED FOR PLANNING
The Centre of Excellence for Disabled and Their Families for City of York Council is to provide short breaks provision
for children and young people with autism and complex health needs. The building has been designed to be a
specialised therapeutic environment, with different spaces designed to enable low-stimuli and high-stimuli settings.
The massing was developed from abstracted child-like building-block forms surrounding a central courtyard.
Timber cladding and brickwork is used to create a welcoming and homely environment. The project is currently
awaiting planning permission.
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PENNINE PICU
PROJECT WIN
Gilling
Dod
have
been
appointed by the Trust following
a design led tender process to
aid in the redevelopment of the
existing PICU services. Design
on the £4m project is due to
start Autumn 2018 and is to be
focussed around the Trust’s
Tameside General Hospital.

NEW LEEDS CAMHS COMMISSION SECURED
As part of a major expansion
to
CAMHS
services
in
West Yorkshire, GDA have
been appointed by Leeds
Community Healthcare NHS
Trust to design a new modern
24-bed CAMHS unit in the
Armley district of Leeds. The
commission was secured
after an intensive design
competition and interview
process. A sinuous ward
plan has been created to
weave the building amongst
the existing trees on site
to create a relaxing and
therapeutic
environment
for service users. The project
is to due be submitted
for planning in October.

NEW BURNLEY OPHTHALMOLOGY AND
OUTPATIENTS BUILDING STARTS ON SITE
Gilling Dod are currently delivering a state-of-theart facility for the Outpatients, Ophthalmology
and Maxillofacial departments at Burnley General
Teaching Hospital, for the East Lancashire Hospitals
NHS Trust. The scheme will provide two new
operating theatres, new consult exam rooms,
treatment rooms and Maxillofacial Laboratory with
associated ancillary spaces which will link with
the existing hospital street. The building form has
two ‘wings’ set off a central waiting area at both
Ground and First floors. Each wing will provide
a larger area, allowing for increased daylight
into the rooms which will enhance the patient
experience. The buildings scale will be in keeping
with the existing buildings surrounding the site.

PRINCESS ALEXANDRA HOSPITAL MASTERPLANNING PROJECT
The Princess Alexandra Hospital provides acute services
to the population of Harlow and the surrounding
area of West Essex and East Hertfordshire. The Trust
are facing a decision on how to continue to invest in
the existing buildings within the Estate, redevelop the
existing site or relocate to a new site. Gilling Dod have
aided the Trust in evaluating these options at a high
level with a Masterplanning study providing a view to
develop a sustainable strategy going forward.

NEW PRIVATE SECTOR
COMMISSION

NEW GDA ASSOCIATE APPOINTED

Gilling Dod are thrilled to be working with the
Brain Injury Rehabilitation Trust (BIRT) on a series
of exciting Acquired Brain Injury schemes across
the UK, both Refurbishment and New Build.

GDA’S ANDREW ARNOLD
DESIGN IN MENTAL HEALTH’S
ARCHITECT OF THE YEAR

Huge congratulations to our very own Andrew
Arnold who was crowned “Architect of the
Year” at the prestigious Design in Mental Health
Awards 2018. Andrew is an award-winning
Architect/Director at Gilling Dod Architects and
has helped turn the Northwest based company
into one of the Country’s leading healthcare
architectural practices.

Sue Cooper
Business Development Manager
The Cruck Barn, Duxbury Park
Chorley, Lancashire PR7 4AT
t . +44 (0)1257 260 070
m.+44 (0)7970 350 980
Follow us on Twitter
sue.cooper@gillingdod.com
www.gillingdod.com

@gillingdod
@gillingdod_id

We are excited to announce from the 1st September
2018, Robin Graham has been promoted to the position of
Associate at the Practice. Robin has been with Gilling Dod
since 2012 and is one of the rising Architectural stars of the
Practice. He has excelled across various high profile projects
over recent years and continues to drive forward Gilling Dod’s
passion, innovation and ambition to create accomplished
and outstanding buildings that deliver clinical excellence to
our clients. Robin’s promotion will not alter any of his current
project commitments, rather it will strengthen and ensure his
excellent client facing role will continue to grow as he moves
into this exciting new phase of his career with the Practice.

A GROWING TEAM

In response to our expanding portfolio, and reflecting the
Practice’s ongoing investment in the future, we have seen a
busy 6 months in the recruitment field. We have strengthened
the team across the board including Architects, Technologists
and Interior Designers as well as promoting from within. The
newcomers to the team takes us over the 60 person mark and
reflects our standing reputation in the architectural market
place. Some great additions to the already experienced
and award-winning team will mean the future of the Practice
is in safe hands and our ongoing service, innovation and
commitment to our Clients is ensured. Exciting times ahead!

